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Profound is the confusion that threatens the foundations of society, and

unwavering must be the resolve of all those involved in re-fashioning the

system of life on our planet on the basis of spiritual principles that nurture

and advance civilization, as we know it. What needs to be acknowledged

and remedied is the extent to which young minds are a?ected by the

choices parents make for their own lives, when, no matter how

unintentionally, no matter how innocently, such choices condone the

passions of the world — its admiration for power, its adoration of status, its

love of luxuries, its attachment to frivolous pursuits, its gloriAcation of

violence, and its obsession with self-gratiAcation.1

The central concern in the relation between education and the forces of

disintegration that have assaulted global society is, in essence, not a

failureof education per se, but rather, the inability of the educators and

curriculum developers to keep pace with, or even lead, the process

oftransformation to a new age. For, the children of today are the

protagonists who will shape the societies of the future. “The greatest danger

of boththe moral crisis and the inequities associated with globalization in

its current form is an entrenched philosophical attitude that seeks to justify

and excuse the failures of state policies and programmes. The overthrow of

the twentieth century’s totalitarian systems has not meant the end

oAdeology.

On the contrary, there has not been a society in the history of the world, no

matter how pragmatic, experimentalist and multi-form it may have been,

that did not derive its thrust from some foundational interpretation of

reality. Such a system of thought reigns today virtually unchallenged across

the planet, under the nominal designation ‘Western civilization’.

Philosophically and politically, it presents itself as a kind oLiberal

relativism; economically and socially, as capitalism — two value systems

that have now so adjusted to each other and become so mutually

reinforcing as to constitute virtually a single, comprehensive world-view.”2

Appreciation of the beneAts in terms of the personal freedom, social

prosperity and scientiAc progress enjoyed by a signiAcant minority of

theEarth’s people cannot withhold a thinking person from recognizing that

the current materialistic system for managing world a?airs, Indiaincluding,

is morally and intellectually bankrupt. It has contributed its best to the

advancement of civilization, as did all it’s predecessors, and, likethem, is

impotent to deal with the needs of a world never imagined by the

eighteenth century philosophers, social scientists and educationists who

conceived most of its component elements. The question then arises: “Why

should these, in a world subject to the immutable law of change and decay,

be exempt from the deterioration that must needs overtake every human

institution?”3

The growing interdependence and the intensifying interaction among

peoples of di?erent backgrounds, knowledge and skills pose fundamental

challenges to old ways of thinking, believing and acting. How the leaders

and decision-makers in a multi-ethnic, multi-religious and multi-lingual

society respond to these challenges will, to a large degree, determine

whether our country becomes nurturing, cohesive and progressive, or

inhospitable, divided and unsustainable. “Earthmen landing on the moon

have perceived what poets, philosophers, and prophets have proclaimed

through the centuries — the oneness of the human family. Observing our

planet an astronaut reported: ‘The view of the earth from the moon

fascinated me — a small disk, 240,000 miles away. It was hard to think that

that little thing held so many problems, so many frustrations. Raging

nationalistic interests, famines, wars, pestilence don’t show from that

distance. I’m convinced that some wayward stranger in a spacecraft,

coming from another part of the heavens, could look at earth and never

know that it was inhabited at all. But the same wayward stranger would

certainly know instinctively that if the earth were inhabited, then the

destinies of all who lived on it must be inevitably interwoven and joined.

We are one hunk of ground, water, air, clouds, Loating around in space.

From out there it really is one world.’”4

Learning: The Treasure Within & the Three Protagonists of Civilization

Throughout human history, interactions among the three protagonists

namely the individual, the institutions, and the community have been

fraught with di[culties at every turn — the individual clamouring for

freedom, the institution demanding submission, and the community

claiming precedence. Every society has deAned, in one way or another, the

relationships that bind the three, giving rise to periods of stability,

interwoven with turmoil. Today, in this age of transition, as humanity

struggles to attain its collective maturity, such relationships — nay, the very

conception ofthe individual, of social institutions, and of the community —

continue to be assailed by crises too numerous to count. The worldwide

crisis ofauthority provides proof enough. So grievous have been its abuses,

and so deep the suspicion and resentment it now arouses, that the world is

becoming increasingly ungovernable — a situation made all the more

perilous by the weakening of community ties. Added to this is the dilemma

due to many divergent and conLicting views on how to address the

manifold crises.

The UNESCO document on education in the 21st century titled: Learning:
The Treasure Within5 identiAed four pillars of education — Learning to

Know, Learning to Do, Learning to Be, Learning to Live Together — presents

a societal model for ensuring the advancement of civilization, as we know

it. All the human sciences — anthropology, physiology and psychology —

agree that there is only one human species, although we di?er endlessly in

lesser ways. Aggressive forms of behaviour must give way to more gentle

ideals. The need for a binding agreement among nation-states demarcating

the international frontiers in a just and fair manner, and proportionate

reduction of national armaments so that “…weapons ofwar throughout the

world may be converted into instruments of reconstruction and that strife

and conLict may be removed from the midst ofmen.”6 Likewise, rights of

the minority of every sort would have to be guaranteed.

The Bahá’í Faith, being the newest major world religion with followers in

nearly every country throughout the world, has very much to contribute to

value education in India and worldwide. “The fruits that best beAt the tree

of human life,” Baha’u’llah stated, “are trustworthiness and godliness,

truthfulness and sincerity; …”7 On another occasion He stated: “The Sun of

Truth is the Word of God upon which depends theeducation of those who

are endowed with the power of understanding and of utterance. It is the

true spirit and heavenly Water through aid and gracious providence all

things have been and will be quickened.”8 Indeed, from a Bahá’í view,

“training in morals and good conduct is far more important than book

learning. A child that is cleanly, agreeable, of good character, well behaved

— even though he be ignorant — is preferable to a child that is rude,

unwashed, ill-natured, and yet becoming deeply versed in all the sciences

and arts…” 9 The Bahá’í Writings include many such thought-provoking

statements outlining future education as an integral part of a new world

order, a world civilization, and universal peace.Therefore, value education

programmes that are Bahá’í inspired, whether carried out by members of

the Faith, or others who agree with its principles, are in fact an integral part

of a complex but focused global process. For, the human being is believed to

be “a mine rich in gems oAnestimable value.”10 Neither a fallen creature

nor merely the product of socioeconomic forces, the individual is a

phenomenon of limitless potentialities: intellectual, emotive, moral, and

spiritual.

Essential to the development of these capacities is a realistic orientation to

the life of society. The society now emerging on our planet is a global one,

inhabited by a human race that is beginning to recognize its oneness and to

insist upon the principle of justice in the administration of its a?airs. A mass

communications network, unknown to earlier generations, daily extends

this awareness to ever larger numbers of the world’s population. Bahá’ís

believe, however great the turmoil, the period into which humanity is

moving provides to every individual, every institution, and every

community on earth unprecedented opportunities to participate in the

writings of the planet’s future. “Soon”, is Bahá’u’lláh’s conAdent promise,

“will the present-day Order be rolled up, and a new one spread out in its

stead.”11

The educational programmes that will succeed in harnessing humanity’s

urge to learn, Baha’is believe, are those that accept this reality and

capitalize on it. Service to the ideal of a global society will create as yet

unimagined possibilities for the expression of human nature. Several

important programmes centering on value education are clearly connected

with the Bahá’í Faith. Some examples follow.

The Ruhi Institute

“This is the Day in which God’s most excellent favours have been poured

out upon men, the Day in which His most mighty grace hath been infused

into all created things.”12 “Peerless is this Day, for it is as the eye to past

ages and centuries, and as a light unto the darkness of thetimes.”13 “The

earth is but one country, and mankind its citizens.”14 Therefore, in order to

enable every man, woman, youth and child to fulAlltheir highest potential

an educational system has been conceived known worldwide as the Ruhi

Institute. The titles of the books as developed by this Institute are by

themselves quite illustrative of the range and breadth of the subjects

covered namely Re<ections on the Life of the Spirit;Arising to Serve; Teaching

Children’s Classes, Grades I, II & III; The Twin Manifestations; Spiritual

Empowerment of the Junior Youth [27 books some of these are: Glimmerings

of Hope, Learning About Excellence, Spirit of Faith, Breezes of ConOrmation,

Drawing on the Power of the Word,The Human Temple, inter alia]; Planning &

Teaching the Divine Cause; Walking Together on a Path of Service; Family

Prosperity, and the like.15

The curricula o?er an understanding of problems of present-day society at

three levels of comprehension. The Arst is a basic understanding of

themeaning of words and sentences of passages from the Holy Texts, which

constitute the core of these courses. Thus, for example, after reading

thequotation, “The betterment of the world can be accomplished through

pure and goodly deeds through commendable and seemly conduct”,16

theparticipant is asked, “How can the betterment of the world be

accomplished?” At Arst glance, this type of question may appear too simple.

But theactual experience point to some of the reasons for the adoption of a

simple approach to this basic level of understanding. The second level

ofcomprehension is concerned with applying some of the concepts in the

quotations to one’s daily life. And the third level of understanding

requiresthe participants to thinks about the implications of the quotations

for situations with no apparent or immediate connection with the theme of

thequotation. Many years of experience with the study and practical

application of the guidance o?ered in these materials has demonstrated

that examining ideas at these three levels of understanding helps

collaborators create conscious basis of a life of service to humanity and

making each participant an agent of positive change for the building of an

ever-advancing civilization. In fact, the above system of education allows

for thealmost inAnite development by various user communities of

branching subsets that serve particular needs.

Moreover, the operation of the institute board; the functioning of

coordinators at di?erent levels; the capabilities of friends serving as tutors

ofstudy circles, animators of junior youth groups; teachers of children’s

classes; and the promotion of an environment conducive at once to

universal participation and mutual support and assistance have evolved

over time and are being continually improved upon and reAned. Of

particular signiAcance are the pedagogical principles governing the

curriculum: developing capacity in every man, woman, youth and child to

serve humanity in the light of Divine purpose in this Age of the

“planetization of humankind”17 “The process may be likened to walking a

path ofservice. This conception shapes both content and structure. The very

notion of a path is, itself indicative of the nature and purpose of the courses,

for a path invites participation, it beckons to new horizons, it demands

e?ort and movement, it accommodates di?erent paces and strides, it is

structured and deAned. A path can be experienced and known, not only by

one or two but by scores upon scores; it belongs to the community. To walk

a path is a concept equally expressive. It requires of the individual volition

and choice; it calls for a set of skills and abilities but also elicits certain

qualities and attitudes; it necessitates a logical progression but admits,

when needed, related lines of exploration; it may seem easy at theoutset

but becomes more challenging further along. And crucially, one walks the

path in the company of others.”18

New Era High School, Panchgani, Maharashtra

The New Era High School (NEHS) is located in Panchgani, a hill station

town known as an educational centre, in the state of Maharashtra, India. It

is a private co-educational internationalist Bahá’í school, drawing students

from all over the world; currently having children from 30 di?erent

nationalities.

It was founded in August 1945, and was one of the Arst Bahá’í education

projects in India. In the 1970s and 1980s, the school setup programmes to

assist the poor and underdeveloped villages in the Chikli Valley region of

Maharashtra. NEHS is one of the top boarding schools in India. It did have a

higher secondary school (11th-12th) till 1999, but discontinued it from

2000. The shooting of the Alm Taare Zameen Par19 took place here.

The administrative management of the Schools is done by the National

Spiritual of the Bahá’ís of India through its New Era Foundation Board

which appoints an Executive Director for overseeing the day-to-day a?airs.

The present site was moved into in 1953 and consisted of Ave buildings. A

play Aeld and several added dormitories in 1980s gave the school the room

to add over 500 students bringing the total student population to over

1,000. In the 1990s the campus went through massive infrastructure

growth and renovation — gaining its own power plant, campus fencing,

intercom system, phone system for students, parents and sta?, three wells,

solar heating for the dining hall and a large garden. Computers handle

student records, accounts, maintenance, personnel, and other

administrative areas as well as facilitating student-parent communication.

In the Primary Section, a team consisting of 11 teachers who have

specialized in value and moral education of primary school students deals

withthe classes from 1 to 5. The education in the primary school

emphasizes learning to think, to reLect and to apply spiritual laws to the life

of theindividual and society.

In the Secondary Section the Junior Youth Empowerment Program is a

comprehensive moral and value education program designed especially for

junior youth aged 12 to 15. Over the years of testing and development, the

Junior Youth Empowerment Program has been found to equip youth with a

profound understanding of their own potentialities and empower them to

engage in acts of service to the community. Seven textbooks are currently in

use for study in the junior youth groups. These form the major component

of a three-year programme. Another nine textbooks will provide a distinctly

Bahá’í component of which two are currently in use. Animators are advised

to complement study with artistic activities and service projects. As with

children’s class teachers, the institute coordinator at the cluster level can

o?er animators assistance in determining how to proceed. However, most

often, such projects and activities are selected by the junior youth

themselves, in light of their own circumstances and inclinations, in

consultation with the group’s animator.

The New Era Teacher Training Centre, an innovative institution at the

college level, is also located in Panchgani. Being a Bahá’í inspired

institution, its vision and philosophy are based on the universal teachings

and principles of the Bahá’í Faith. Its operating principle is the onenessof

humankind, practiced in all aspects of its activities. The Centre o?ers a one

year teacher training course for pre-primary teachers and a two year

teacher training course for primary teachers, both for English medium

private schools throughout India. Since the origins of the Centre can be

traced back to successful social and economic development activities from

1975 in rural areas around Panchgani, the Centre has always emphasized

the progress of local communities. So its graduates are encouraged and

trained to open and run their own rural schools.

At the New Era Teacher Training Centre, the students learn the newest

teaching approaches, including cooperative learning and cooperative

games. The Centre o?ers a unique and wholesome blend of practical

experiences in community development and teacher training. Students

learn to be self-disciplined, self-motivated and self-reliant. They learn the

mechanics and techniques of consultation applied to problem solving,

planning and evaluation. They learn public speaking and presentation,

classroom discipline and management, art, crafts, music and so forth. They

have extensive experience in working amicably in groups and in

communities. In short, they develop their hidden potentialities and help

others to do so.

The Teacher Training Centre works closely with the New Era High School

also in Panchgani. It was established in 1945 inspired by the teachingsof

Baha’u’llah. One of the main basic concepts of this School lies in the nobility

of all human beings. All students are considered as noble and having great

potential. The moral and value education programme aims at bringing out

these potentialities that are hidden in students.

New Era High School envisions that a new generation of children will be

able to create a better world with moral and value education which is

basically spiritual. The School and the Teacher Training Centre is one of the

six places India chosen by the Ministry of Human Resource Development,

Government of India for promotion of Value Education programmes in

2001.

Conclusion

Underneath the present strife, chaos, and confusion in the country, I can

perceive the next stage in human evolution. The incredible web

ofcommunication in this electrical and electronic age of interlocking

computers, of microwave and radio, of telephone, telegraph and television,

astonishes and appalls us. It promises that all humankind, not simply we

Indians, in this Digital Age will be connected by non-living neurons whose

glass, metal, and microwave axons will dissolve time and distance in

message exchanges. The equally incredible network of world transportation

by train, automobile, airplane and the rocket is homely and pervading

reality. Meanwhile automation with robotics, miniaturization, nano-

technology and genome mapping are changing concepts of labour and

capital, or production and distribution of goods and services as we fully

accept the positive fruits of globalization of humankind.

Achieving a dynamic coherence between the material and spiritual

elements of life implies a worldview radically di?erent from whatever

comprises the present-day socio-politico and economic structures. It calls

for far-reaching spiritual and cultural shifts at all levels of national polity.

New modes of thought, new standards and new legal and institutional

arrangements are struggling to take hold.

Followers of Baha’u’llah, wherever they reside, are Armly convinced that as

the sweeping tides of consumerism, unfettered consumption, extreme

poverty and marginalization recede, they will reveal the human capacities

for justice, reciprocity and happiness. The optimism that the Bahá’ís feel

about humanity’s capacity to meet the global educational challenge arises

not only from their own experience. Most of the necessary expertise already

exists in a wide range of governmental, academic, and other agencies.

Around the world, examples abound of the capacity of people to create

grass roots networks to tackle such urgent local problems as deAcient

educational systems. What is needed to ensure success in this global

endeavour is unity. “So powerful is the light of unity”, Bahá’u’lláh a[rmed

over 120 years ago, “that it can illuminate the whole earth”.20 The hope of

the Bahá’í community is that the experiences it has gained and the scores of

examples found in virtually every continent will give birth to a sustained

resolve throughout the world to forge that unity of thought essentially to

success in the stages that lie ahead.

______________
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